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SUMMARY: The Lake Maracaibo cstuarinc systcm is a cooscilIating coupled ocean-lakc systern connected through a par- 
tialiy mixed estuay. In this paper we examine thc low frcsuency movcmam (o < 0.1 cyclcs/day) in uie differmt water bod- 
ies within thi system. The harmonic and rorary specaal analyscs of velocity data indicatcs the importante of tidai forcing 
within thc whole system and its intaauion with winds and fresh warcr discbarge. ln particular, the nsults indicate thc exis- 
t e ~  of dominant s e m i - m d y  osciUarions in iak Maracáibo. k e l y  of non-iincar tidal origin, and suggest thai vertical 
smififaetion plays an important d e  in coí~troiiing the three-dimcnsional strucnire of tidal c m u .  
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Any dynamicd study of an estuarine system has 
to include both current and density distributions, 
simply because rhey are deeply i n t e ~ c o ~ e ~ t e d .  The 
relative forcing of river discharge and tidal range, 
togefher with the effect of winds, waves, and the 
geomorphology of the basin, will determine the 
Ievel of vertical and horizontal stratification. In par- 
ticular, stratif~cation will be modified as the tidal 
current changes its strength through an individual 
tidal cycle or the neap-spnng cycle: either by differ- 
ential horizontal advection or through shear-induced 
mixing. This results in a rapid response of h e  estu- 
arine system and makes it difficult to assess the prin- 
cipal factors respnsihk f a  &e nhmed de.nsity 

and current distributions with limited data sets. The 
existing stratification, on the other hand, wili shape 
the instantaneous and mean cunrents. Stratification 
will enhance lateral advection but reduce vertical 
exchange. Wíth strong vertical stratificatian, for 
exarnpie, the upper and lower layers may be rather 
uncoupled, the tidal wave having quite different 
amplitudes and phases. 

Furttiennore, tidal propagation is a highly non- 
linear phenomenon, which results in higher harmon- 
ics and residual currents with pronounced spatial 
gradients. The effect of a non-linear mechanisrn on 
tidal constituents is to cause a modulation and/or 
distortion of these constituents, and to conmbute 
towards a non-zero residual (zero-frequency) circu- 
izhm -!m, 10531). The impftnt m!e ef SE& i 

residual cixculation in the net salt and sediment 
transport, as well as in pollutant flushing, within the 
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estuary, dernands an accurate description of the tidal 
circuiation in estuaries (LeBlond, 199 1). 

The citculation-stratifícation feedback mechanism 
takes place in many different interading ways; rnak- 
ing the overall pichire diacult to grasp and changing 
this picture fnmi one estuary to another. The biologi- 
cal and chemical consequences of this interaction are, 
however, important. A stable density gradient may 
increase the horizontal dispersion and conmbute to 
the entrance of salt, nutrients and poliutants into the 
estuary. Periodic and episodic v d c a l  homogeneity is 
responsible for the replenishment of nutrients in the 
surface water, and oxygen in bottom waters, but may 
reduce the entrance of salt water. A subsequent peri- 
od of stratification in a shallow water column may 
then lead ?o anoxic conditions, determhhg the vexti- 
cal transfer of heat and light. 

In this wark we examine the propagation and 
modification of the tide through h e  Lake Maracaibo 
estuarine system, in particular investigating he spa- 

tia1 variations in the phase and arnplitude of tidal 
currents as the estuary widens and the degree of 
stratification changes. It appears that the tide is 
g d y  mudified throughout the esniary, mainly 
because of the way the different constituents res- 
onate with the different basins composing the sys- 
tem, but also because of the cfeation of higher tidal 
harmonics. 

The Lake Maracaibo estuarine system 

This is a coupled ocean-lake system connected 
through a partially mixed estuary, located on rhe 
Caribbean coast of Venezuela. The dynamic charac- 
teristics of rhis estuarine system result from the 
motion and interaction of sea and fresh water in its 
different water bodies: gulf, bay, síraii, lake, and 
nvers (Fig. 1). The Gdf of Venezuela cornmunicates 
at its southern boundaq with El Tablazo Bay 
through three narrow inlets. El Tablazo Bay is a 
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RG. 1. - Map of tbc Lake Maracaibo esniarine systcm with thc location of stations (black boxcs) and transcas (do& lim) used in this study. 



broad shallow embayment enclosed by banier bars 
and ishds and wmected with the Shait of Mara- 
caibo. El Tablazo Bay and the Strait of Maracaibo 
form a typical paríiaüy mixed estuary. The Lake of 
Maracaibo, a salt stratified water body, is located at 
the southem end of &e Straít of Maracaibo. A navi- 
gation channel, that reaches depths of 15 m, crosses 
the system from the Gulf to the M e .  

?he circuiatíon in the esniarine system is con- 
tmiied by the conjunction of wind, river discharge, 
and tidal forcing. In this work we have concentrated 
on tidal forcing and its interacton wiCh other 
processes. are important in this system, being 
responsible for cun-ent reversais and &-water 
intnisions. In particular, it is through tidal action that 
salt water enfers El Tablazo Bay and the Strait of 
Maracaibo, where it mixes with the outfiowing lake 
water. The resuiting brackish mixture enters the lake 
at its northem end, and flows down along the bottom 
to fom a saline hypolimnion (iower layer). The two- 
layer systern is s t i m d  up, with salt being transport- 
ed up into the epilimnion (upper layer). The water of 
the epilimnion has a mean cyclonic circulation, with 
surface water escaping from the lake along the east- 
em shonr. The reiative importarice of the forces 
responsible for the generation of the cyclonic circu- 
lation is not yet well known. 

The precipitation on the Lake Maracaibo basin 
p~senr;r maximnm- vdue- in T ) - ~ ~ ~ r , / N o v ~ - ~ r  z~'nd_ 
Apri1/May, and mullmurn values in February/March 
and JulyIAugust. The October/Novernber maximum 
is greater than the ApnVMay, while the Febru- 
&-y., r--UU js iSíriucbl Iower 'uLiiili 

July/August minimurn. The surface water flows out 
along the Strait of Maracaibo and through El Tabla- 
zo Bay with velocities related to recent rainfail over 
tíle drainage basin, mking with sdt water &o- 
duced by tidal action frorn &he Gulf of Venezuela. 

The wind variability in the estuarine system 
depends on the northeastern trade winds and sea- 
land breezcs. The bade winds blow dl year in thís 
a being more kitense during the December-April 
period. The sea-land breezes present diurna1 oscilla- 
tions and predominate when &e üade winds are less 
uitense between May and November. 

Tidal forcing in the  Lake Maracaibo estuarine 
rvc tnm 
UJ Y.- 

Tides in the Caribbean Sea are of rnixeddiurnal 
type. The serni-diumai tides, however, resonate in 
,e Guü oi  Venezuela 'because oi its ciimensions, 

and become domuiant in the southem comer of the 
Gulf of Venezuela, within El Tablazo Bay, and in the 
Strait of Maracaibo. In Lake Maracati, because of 
its dimensions, the diumal constiments again pre- 
vaiL Tlus, a majar characteristic of the Lake Mara- 
caibo eshiarine system is that the tidal ngirne 
changa h m  mixed diumai to s e m i d i d  in its 
northern portion, to mainiy semi-diumal in its en- 
trai region, and to diumai in its southem extreme 
(RedfieId et al., 1955; Redfield, 1961; Molines e? 
d, 1989). 

Redííeld's (1961) md Molines and Fornerino's 
(1985) analyses for the semidimal constituents 
show the existente of a nodai h e  in the northern 
end of the M e ,  near La Salina, whüe an antínode is 
present in the central portion of E1 Thlazo Bay. The 
d i d  constiaieuts have a node con&nt with the 
semi-diurna1 antinode f o d  in El Tablam Bay. 
Tidal amplitudes within Lake Maracaibo are l a s  
than 3 cm at various frequency bands. Non-linear 
interaction in the Bay and the Strait, however, gen- 
erates smalI but measurable overtides in the third 
and fourth diurna1 bands, which have received littie 
a&on to date (Lynch er al., 1990). 

OBSERVATIONS AND METHODS 

Dwig h e  1980  and 19Ws mVEP 
(Research and DeveIopment Center of Petróleos de 
Venezuela, S.A.) made a number of measurements 
and deployed c m n t  meter m y s  at stations situat- 
,.A -l..-- *La -..k.-L-- --.- *-- 1- *L.:.. --u ...- 
U 3  rUUiig U& W L U d i l t L C  3Y5LCll l .  111 ULW y-1 W G  4LId- 

lyze wo different types of data set. FKst, the densi- 
ty data of two ~tansects along the estuary, talcm from 
El Tablazo Bay to the soiithern end of the Saait of 
MaTacaiMaTacaibo during flood and ebb tide condilions. 
Second, the current meter data recorded at several 
stations during both high and low lake-runoff condi- 
tions. Specificaily, we examine the current data from 
two stations in the Gulf of Venezuel% tluee stations 
along the main stem o£ the Strát, three stations 
across the entrance to Lake Maramibo, and two sta- 
tions in Lake Maxacaibo. 'ihe location of ihe stations 
is shown in Figue 1, and the instniment and water 
bottom &pths are &en in Table 1. 

Hourly water velocity were obtained frorn 10 
rin.u*a izvtrzge Om&m mtm mm=.t ~ U I :  &e. 
The data were hasmonicaüy analysed using a leas- 
squares technique. To investigate the structure of the 
tidai c m n s  it is advantageous to use the clockwise 
md anriciocicwise row compnents. Tis form oi 
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TABLE 1. - Station~ in the Lake Mamcaibo Estuarine Systcm. polarized if one of the two components is zero, rec- 
tilinear if both circularly polarized components have 

Station Location Stationdepul lnstrummtdepth 
desigmttor (m) (m) 

Gulf 
Gulf 
B. 

Seait 
Soait 
Suait 
SInit 
Ssrait 
Lakc 
Lake 

55 6.5 
23 6 5  
12 4 
11 4 
7 4 
13 4 and 7 
10 4 and 9.5 
10 4 
30 6.5 
n 2.5 

counter rotating vectors is basic to calculate the 
eiiipse characteristics: semi-major (M) and semi- 
minor (m) axes, phase and orientation of the semi- 
major axis, and eliipticity (m. Ellipticity values 
range between 1 for antidockwise rotation and -1 
for clockwise rotation, with a zero value for linear 
cmnts .  The orientation is measured anticlockwise 
fiom the east, a negative semi-minar axis indicating 
clockwise rotation. The number of constituents that 
may be found with the harmonic anaiysis depends 
on the length of the time series. The records from 
MJ, CB, E', BJ, MG and LO statians are at least 26 
days duration allowing the resolution of the neigh- 
boring tidd constituents M,, S,, K,, and O,, as well 
as upper harmonics co&tituents. However, the 
records from stations A, B, C and F are thee days 
long, which only aliows identification of the princi- 
pal diurnal and semi-diurnal constituents. The 
results indicate high spatial variabiiity of the tidal 
ellipses, both for the principal semi-dimal/diurnal 
constituents and fa the major non-linear con- 
stirümts. 

The high variability of the tidal ellipses led us to 
carry out a rotary analysis to examine the shape of 
the tidal eliipses and the tidal frequency en= dis- 
tribution. Tae rotary anaiysis of currents invoives 
the separation of the velocity vector for a speciñed 
frequency, O, into clockwise and anticlackwise 
rotating circular components with amplitudes A- y 
A+ and relative phases B, O+, respectively. Thus, 
instead of dealing with the amplitudes and phases of 
two Cartesian components we deai with &e ampli- 
tudes and phases of two cncutar components (A-, e, 
A+, 8). The addition vector of these two oppositely 
rotating circular vectors causes the tip of the com- 
bined vector to trace out an ellipse over one com- 
plete cycle- The eccennicity of the eilipse, e, is 
detennined by the rclative amplitudes of the two 
components. Motions at frequency o are circulariy 

- - 
the -e magnitude. The analysis of acurrent vec- 
tor series in terms of two conter rotating vectors 
also provides information on some of the ellipse 
characteristics, such as the size of the semi-major 
and semi-minor axes, and the phase and orientation 
of the semi-rnajor axis. 

One important advantage of the rotary analysis is 
that many of the rotary properties, such as spectral 
energy, S (o) and S+(@), and rotary coefficient, 
do), are invariant under coordinate rotation, so are 
not affected by local steering of currents or by the 
local geomorphology. The sense of rotation of the 
vector about the eliipse is @ven by the rotas, coeffi- 
cient 

S+ (w) - S-(w) 
4 4  = 

S+*)+ ~ ( w )  
- - 

vaiues of the rotary coefficient range fiom r = -1, 
m 
O 

E 

clockwise motion, to r = + 1, aaticlockwise motion, S E 
with r = O corresponding to unidirectional fiow. E 

3 

- 

RESULTS 
0 
m 
E 

Several studies carried out in the Lake Mara- 
caibo estuarine system indicate that the tide and 
tidal currents have high spatiai (Redfield et al., 
1955; Sutton et al., 1974; Parra-Pardi, 1983) and 
temporal variabiiity (Masciangioli et al., 1984; 
Peiegn' et al., 1986, 1987, 1988). So far, however, 
rnost of the previously reported efforts have inves- 
.'--*-iI AL- --Y--- -c --Lidu -C *L- L A - 1  -1-- u g a w  UIC paucms u1 VZUIPUUII VI UIC uuzu CIGVU- 

tion. Here we have cornpiled and analyzed c m t  
series from 10 stations in order to describe the 
main characteristics of the tidal currents and to 
identify the reiative importante o i  t i a  move- 
ments on the stratification and residual circulation 

Station Tidal a>nstmicnrs Faciurform,F Tidal ngmie 
( d s )  (K +O 11 

K, 0, y S, (44 
MI 2.7 13 8 2  2.4 038 Mixcd Semidimnal 
CB 4.6 3.1 115 1.6 0.59 M í x t d S e m i d i d  
iP 42.7 22.9 54.3 6.0 1.10 Maed S a n i - d i d  
BJ 7.9 3.9 23.1 3.6 0.44 Maed semi-did 
LO 13 1.1 1.0 O 5  1-60 Mixed d i d  
MG 1.1 0.4 0.5 05 1.50 MOred dílpnaf 
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within the estuary. The residual current is the non- 
tidal paxt of the cument, caused by processes dif- 
ferent than the tidal force or tidal interactions in 
sh&low water;. 

The tidal regime is comrnoniy expressed in terms 
of a form factor, which quantifies the relative impor- 
tance of the diumai S,, O,) and s e r n i - d i d  w, 
S,) tidal constituents. Table 2 shows such a form fac- 
tor for the major axis of the tidal eiiipse as  obtained 
fiom ea& station. The tidal currents change from 
mixed diurnal and semi-diumai, when entering the 
system at its northem tip, to mainly semi-diurnal in 
its rniddle portion, and d i d  in the southern 
regions. 

Three dimensional nirrent stmcture 

The vertical current stnicture was studied in 
February 1990 (dry season) with current meten 
simultaneously deployed at fom moorings: A, B, C 
and F (Fig. 1). There were three mooNgs located 
across the entrance to Lake Maracaibo with one 
current meter in station A (4 m) and two current 
meters in both stations B (4,7 m) and C (4,9.5 m). 
At al1 depths the current presents a northwestem- 
southeastem osciliation, with the intensity of the 
osciilation decreasing with depth and its orienta- 
tion nuning East-West. In station F (4 m) further 
north, about 10 km away, the oscillation is mainiy 
North-South, entirely following the orientation of 
the main channel. 

Table 3 summarizts the eíüpse paFameters of the 
principal tidal collstituent, 4, as obtained from the 
harmonic anatysis of the data For this constituent 
the eíiipse roianon is ciocicwise at d o n s  A and F, 
at 4 m depth, and at station 3, at 7 m depth. Never- 
theless, it is anticlockwise in staíion B, at 4 m depth, 
and in station C, at 4 and 9.5 m depths. in aii cases, 
however, the tidal s e m i - d i d  ellipses show weak 
rotation (0.0(32<~<0.025, antic1ockWise., -0,07óc~<- 
0.050, clockwise). These small eiiipticity vaiues 
indicate an unidirectional character of the currents, 
typid  of a cooscillating tide. 

The magnituáe of the tidal ellipses in stations B, 
C, and F, at 4 m depth, Vanes between 42.1 and 48.6 
&s. In staíion A, located in very shallow waters, the 
eilipses are over 20% larger. The magnitiide of the 
tidd eiLipse decreases with depth at d stations. Tfie 
surface c m n t  is slightly out of phase in statiom A, 
B, and C: 58.9",72.6O, ami 682, respvctively. At one 
single location the phase of the curreat changes 
slightly with depth: 72.6" at 4 m, 67.9" at 7 m (station 
B); 68.2" at 4 m, 61 -4" at 9.5 m (station C). Likewise, 
the orientation of &e tidal ellipse, as measured in 
degrees anticlockwise from the East, changes slight- 
ly between different stations and depths. l'ñese 
results are likeiy due to the different water response 
at each position, which is related to the local vertical 
and horizontal density saatiñcation. 

The rotary spectral d y s i s  of current data from 
al1 stations shows that the semi-dimd band is the 
most energetic. For example, at 4 m depth at station 

TABE 4. - Tidai eiiipse characteristics of úK semi-diud spearal band at S t a u ~ s  A, B. C. ~d F (February 21 io 23,1990). The rotary 
a~fficimt ranges fmm -1, dodrwia motion, to 1. an~~lockwise motion: - 1 < r < 1. 



TABLE 5. - hi -major  axis of the tidal ellipse (cm/s) for diffcrent sratims and periods. Zo is the vector average of the airrcnt obsmations 
and M, is the sani-monthly m t i n # n t .  

C the conüibution of the semi-dimal band is 
85.1% and the coniribution of the diurna1 band is 
9.3%. The stability of the ellipse semi-major axis is 
very high for the semi-diurna1 band (Table 4). The 
length of the time series at stations A, B, C, and F, 
however, is too short to examine the energy con- 
tained at lower frequencies. The d y s i s  will be 
done below for station BJ (Table 5) which is locat- 
ed near these stations. 

Table 4 shows the ellipse parameten and the 
rotation cmfficient in the specnal semi-diud band 
(0.0833 cph). The results illusmte a dominant semi- 
diurnal current (69 to 85%), with a minor energetic 
diurnal constituent (5 to 18%). The rotary coeffi- 
cient illustrates the sarne behavior as derived from 
the ellipticity obtained using the hamonic d y s i s .  
The ellipse orientalion and the semi-rnajorfsemi- 
minor axes for íhe semi-diumal spectral band have 
very similar values to those obtained for the Y con- 
síimat *he Ltt --.= anai-ysis. S"&, ---&@ coi,- 
ñrm the S u e n c e  of stratiñcation on the three- 
dimensional current stnicture. 

impact o$ tidai motion on d d u a i  chuiation 
and d x h g  

The aansport of sait, nutricnts, and po11utanis 
h m  Maracaibo Strait to Lake Maracaibo must be 
closely related to the dmlapment and decay of 
stratifícaiion within the esniary. The stratiñcation 
itself is controlled by winds and tides (short term), 
and by h h  water .discharge yithin the basin gong 
terrn), in what is cestainly a rather complex interac- 
tive process. Table 5 summarizes the results of the 
harmonic analysis for several statiom within the 
estuaMe system, for periods of different precipita- 
tion in the basin. 

The stations in the Gulf of Venezuela (stations 
MJ and CB) present mixed semi-diumal tidal cur- 

d 
rents. The diurnal and semi-diumal constituents 
increase southwards, from h e  entrance to the Gulf 
of Venezuela (station MJ) to El Tablam Bay (station : - 
IP). In the southern tip of the Gulf (station CB), as 

E 

weil as in El Tablazo Bay and the Strait of Maracai- 
bo (station BJ), the residual current is relatively 1 
small as compared with the tidal c m t .  The Sta- 
tions in Lake Maracaibo present mixed diurna1 tidal 

- 

currents but the d i d  and semi-diurnal oscillations 
are very small. A considerabiy large semimonthly 
oscillation is present in the esmarhe system. This 
oscillation has no direct astronomical origin, being 

n 

E - 

very likely caused by non-linear tidal interaction. a 

2 

Fi,a;ure 2 shows the results of the spectral analy- 
n 

sis for stations KP and BJ during two similar periods, % 
iilustrating the dominante of the semi-dimal cur- O 
rent. This figure also illustrates how the specanim 
-i------ -* m r, ar,,~. ., T.,, T, XK-I. d., 
G l l i l l l g W  OL LT UlJlll I V I d l C U  L U  JU1C. J U  IV1(1lblI  U16 

s e m i - d i d  band is more energetic, whereas in 
June the diurnal band dominates. This may be relat- 
ed to the reduction of the trade winds during ihe 
May-Novemmm period anci uie consequent predom- 
inance of the sea-land breezes, making it logical to 
expect that the dynamic response of the water body 
wi i i  be at this frequency. 

Figure 3 prtsents two density sections across the 
navigation channel (rnean depth 13 m) between El 
Tablazo Bay (síalion T41) and the southern end of 
the Strait of Maracaibo (station B94) from north to 
south (Figure l), during ebb tide and flood tide con- 
ditions. The conductsvity, temperature and cunrents 
were morded at 4,7 and 9 meten depth at nine sta- 
tions sepatated by some 5 to 8 km. From these sec- 
tions it seems clear that t h m  is signiñcant longitu- 
dind water advection with the tide, such that by the 
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IP (4 m): 70188-4/4/88 
300000 , 

BJ (4 m): 4/4/88-2/5/88 
30000 , 

IP (4 m): 316188-1/7/88 

BJ (4 m): S151'88-31/5/88 

FIG. 2. - S p e d  analysis of stations IP. located in El Tabkzo Bay, and BJ. locarad at the sourhan exueme of rhe Saait of Maracaiba 

end of the ebbing water the density has decreased 
considerably in El Tablazo Bay. Another character- 
istic is the existente of a wedge of relatively dense 
water that appears at the northern position after the 
flooding tide and probably propagates along the 
navigation channel in the Maracaibo Snait. Tidal 
straining caused by shear in the velocity profile 
lea& to the large variation in stratification during 
the tidal cycle: for exarnple, current veiocities in sta- 
tion T49 are 54,41 and 19 cmls during the ebb tide, 
and 16,11 and 7 cmls during the flood tide, from top 
to bottom. The surface water travels faster, and 
makes a longer irajectory, than the near-bed water. 
On the ebb tide relatively fresh water in the upper 

portion of the water coiumn has a northward differ- 
ential displacement and stratification increases. On 
the flood tide the difkrentid movement wilf tend to 
diminish the s&cation. Tidal straining can thus 
be a main control on the strength of the stratification 
through differentiat buoyancy Q u t .  Figure 3 dso 
suggests the possibiliíy of periodic mixing within 
the Strait of Maracaibo. Such periodic desnaáfica- 
tion would mod@ the tidal ellipses, as we observed 
at stations A, B, C and F, and reduce the water 
exchange with Lake Maracaibo. Since instability 
and rnixiig is propomonal to the square of &he 
velocity difieren= between both layers, we rnay 
expect that the tidal osciiiation, in conjunction with 
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nver discharge, will be the principal factor responsi- 
bIe for vextical mixing. 

The surface current at station MG, in the southeast- 
em portion of the Lake, flows to the north- 
(Fig. 4), while the surface current at station LO, near 
the center of Lake Maracaibo, flows west-southwest 
(Fig. 5). 'Ihe representarion of the N&-South and 
East-West components in a scatter plot conñmis the 
anticlockwise circulaticm model proposed for the lake 
(Redfiejd et d, 1955). Ihe temporal series at both sta- 
tions show long period &ons. The m l t s  of the 
harmonic andysis at &ese stations (Tabie 5 j  coníirm 
the relative importance of the formightly Msf con- 
stituent, this being higher at LO than at MG. 

The character of the semi-monthly oscillations in 
the lake, likely of non-linear tidal origin, is shown 
by the current velocity time series recorded at sever- 
al depths at station LO, during the dry season (Fig. 

6). The oscillations ar. the surface and at 10 m depth 
have almost the same amplitude and are in phase. At 
20 m depth the oxillations are somavhat damped, 
but rernain in phase wíth the surface movements. 
The regularity of this oscillation suggests a tidal 
rather than a meteorological origin. 

We have employed the rotary spectral analysis of 
surface current data fiorn the Lake to examine the 
possible importance of non-linear higher harmonics 
or other factors. Figure 7 shows the mtaq spectra 
(clockwise and anticlockwise contributions) at Sta- 
tions LO, near the center oi &e iake, and Me, iocat- 
e .  at the southeastern zone. Both S and S+ are plot- 
ted as functions of frequency magninide, 1 f 1 10, 
with solid and dashed lines corresponding to the 
clockwise and anticlockwise spectra, respectively. 
The semi-diumal and diurna1 penods are predomi- 
nantly clockwise at both stations. The resdts iilus- 

O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
28.38 h =t==(Im) 02mh 
016188) (41- 

FK. 3. - Langinidinal darsity section (Lr&n3) from E1 Tablazo Bay (T41) to the southeni end of tk Saait of Maracaibo (B94). during ebb 
tide (uppa figure) and flood ti& (iowcr figrirr) conditions. 
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FIG. 4. - Rcp~entation of the North-South (v) and East-West (u) components of the current velocity at d o n  MG, both as a scatter plot and 
as a time scria. The thin line conesponds to rncasured values and the thick line u> tidal c m t  pradiCtions. 

FIG. S. - Repnsmtatjon of thc North-South (v) and East-Wst (u) components of the c m t  velocity at station LO, both as a xaner plot and 
as a time series. Thc thin line comsponds to rneasurtd vdues and the thick Line to tidal a m n t  pradictions. 
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trate the existence of a mar-inertial peak in the 
clockwise spectra at both stations. The observed 
periods are higher than h e  local theoretical inertial 
period, approximately 69 hom (0.0145 cph), at sta- 
tion LO (0.0133 cph) and lower in MG station 
(0.0178 cph). There are many possible ways in 
which the period of inertial movements may be 
modified. The observed inertial period may be 
affected by the presence of stratification, the process 
of wave propagation, or the existence of horizontal 
velocity gradients (Gonella, 1971). The energy at 
the near-inertial band is somewhat smaller near the 

Lake shore because of the inhibition of inemal cur- 
rents at the óoundaq 

The results also p i n t  to the únportance of the 
semi-moníhly oscillation, Msf, principaliy clock- 
wise at LO and anticlockwise at MG. The large 
amplitude of the semi-monthly constituent at LO 
may be influenced by stratification caused by fresh 
water discharge into the system. The isolated peak at 
the frequency 0.0067 cph (149 hours) in station MG 
could perhaps be a Kelvin type wave, similar to the 
basin scaie motion described by Saggio and Imberg- 
er (1998) for Lake Biwa. 

FIG. 6. - T i  series of the c u m t  velocity at 2.10, anda) m Qtpths at station LO (a& Pelegrí ct d. 1986). 
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FIG. 7. - R o w  spectrai analysis at statiom LO, mar the centcr of rhc Lake, and MG, in the southeastem zone. Solid and dashcd lines cm- 
respond to the clocirwise and anuclockwise componcnts, mpdve ly .  

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of current time series shows that the 
tide, and its interactions with other phenomena such 
as winds and fresh water discharge, is the dominant 
source of current variability in the Lake MaraWbo 
estuarine system. This variability controls the 
enrrance of salt water to the Lake and provides a 
mechanism for periodic exchange . within the water 
column. The results indicate that water mass 
exchange may be associated with different time 
scales: s e m i - d i d ,  diumal, and longer periods, 
sucn as semi-monthiy and monthly. 

Tidal oscillation is the main factor responsible 
for periodic ~ t r a ~ c a t i o n  and mMng within the 
Strait of Maracaibo. The spatid stratiíication and its 
short-tem variabiiity plays a role in the resulting 
tida1 ellipses, in particular making the surface and 
bottom layers rather uncoupled. This situation may 
be particularly evident during some phases of the 
semi-rnonthly spring-neap cycle, probably because 
of the relation of mixing and the intemity of tidal 
cments. 

Non-linear interactions appear to be very impor- 
tant within Lake Maracaibo, and may be responsible 
for the generation of residual cu~~ents. The semi- 

monthty oscillation in Lake Maracaibo could be due 
to the interaction between the incoming tide and the 
outgoing fresh water fiow, in the fashion suggested 
by Godin (1991) as a barotropic non-linear interac- 
tion; or a baroclinic non-linear interaction where 
density variations are important. In Lake Maracaibo 
other motions such as ineriial and Kelvin type move- 
ments may also be presea. 

Although the general circulation in the Lake 
Maracaibo esniarine system is rather weii know~, 
the srnail-sede processes that determuiate the m a s  
exchange at h e  entrance to the Lake and into the 
hypohmion demand a more accurate description. 
The dynarnics of this enclosed system is mher 
unique, with water bodies interacting arnong them- 
selves and responding to extemal forcing, suggest- 
ing a nearly ideal laboratory to study many different 
physicd processes. 
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